Henry Answers Republican Cut

BY CARRIE McHINSON
President Henry spoke out for academic freedom Saturday when he opposed a charge by the Troup County Republican party against this year’s Thompson lecturer.

"It is not, and will not be the position of LaGrange College to shield students from a knowledge of what goes on in our world," President Henry stated.

In its November newsletter the Troup County Republican party attacked the appearance of Prof. Ritchie Calder in the annual Arthur R. Thompson Lecture Series. The letter, said the party "does not solely object to the speaker, as such, but rather takes issue with those in charge to mention the speaker's membership in the British Fabian Society."

Dr. Henry issued this statement:

"LaGrange College brings students into contact with ideas and their right to hear them expressed is a basic educational concept. The college wishes to expose students to fresh ideas. The worst thing that can happen to a college is for the administration to establish a regimented curriculum that would confine the thoughts of students so that they would never grow.

"Prof. Ritchie Calder, to whom reference has been made as a Fabian, is but one of the many who have sought to advance the common people to be exposed to, to a recognized scholar in the fields of science and international relations.

"He is a professor at Scotland's great Edinburgh University and he has attended and spoken at many universities in Oxford, Cambridge, Harvard and Chicago and other outstanding centers of learning.

"Reference has been made to his membership in the Fabian Society. This is a British socialist group, organized in 1884 that has promoted the kind of government that now rules Great Britain."

"If be is a dangerous person, perhaps we ought to re-examine our total national reaction to the political ideas of the British people and break the diplomatic and trade relations with England.

"The Troup County Republican Party Monday said that LaGrange College President Wrights Henry is attempting to circumvent the real issue in the controversy over a recent speaker at the college.

"Arthur W. Harris, Chairman of the Troup County Republican Party, issued the statement:

"The statement this morning from the Troup County Republican Party follows:

"The Troup County Republican Party would not feel inclined to comment on Dr. Wrights Henry's statement in last Saturday's LaGrange Daily News except for the fact that Dr. Henry, by bringing elements into the controversy is attempting to circumvent the real issue.

"In the first place, we were more than happy to state that we did not object to the speaker. Our editorial stated: 'Let it be understood at the outset that the Troup County Republican Party does not solely object to the speaker, as such, but rather take issue with those in charge who failed to mention the speaker's membership in England's Fabian Society.'"

"Once again near the conclusion of this editorial we said: 'Again our objection is NOT to the speaker, as such, but with the Troup College administration to establish a regimented curriculum that would confine the thoughts of students so that they would never grow.'"

"If he is a dangerous person, perhaps we ought to re-examine our total national reaction to the political ideas of the British people and break the diplomatic and trade relations with England."
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They Are At Work

There are those of us who keep saying that the apathy here at LC and everywhere else must be washed away with a flood of enthusiasm for anything we can find to be enthusiastic about. We want the great crowd of people to rise up in a body and be concerned for the welfare of the world, our country, our respective states, our hometowns, and our campus.

Eighteenth-century England, like every other time, probably had this desire. Look back to that time and name the great men, those who shaped the government, literature, religion and many other of the important facets of life. Among them, at the top of the list are six men who gathered in a coffee shop every day to discuss their interests and the things that were vital to their day. Men like Samuel Johnson, James Boswell.

What About That Yelling?

That's better than being a knot on a log.

"My group looks like a bunch of knots on logs," wailed one cheerleader at Saturday night's game. Men like Samuel Johnson, James Boswell.

Where are our coffee-shop philosophers? They are diligently seeking the answers to our problems while we sit idly wondering what to do about the problem of apathy.

O Say Can You Sing?

There are times in the life of every college student when he should know the words of his school's Alma Mater. Here are ours.
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BY CARRIE HERNDON

The existence and functioning of an institution of higher learning brings with it certain necessary evils. One of these is the process of registering students for the courses of instruction offered at the college or university. LaGrange College is much like other schools its size in many ways. She has a fairly close student body and the individual here has some sense of personal worth as opposed to the impersonality attributed to larger schools.

Apparent in an effort to increase understanding and communication between the students and the faculty and administration, one proposal was to check each student's record personally as he went through the registration line to make sure that he was taking what is considered good for him. The backers of this idea didn't know what they were asking for.

"Certainly," underestimated one administrator, "those who planned it didn't anticipate that much trouble.

The main complaints concerning this part pre-registration session are summed up in a four letter word that this paper is not free to print in expressing sentiments.

It seems to us that trouble was caused by several things; here is a partial list:

1. Idea confusing
2. Classroom active
3. Crowding in the hall
4. The Longest Wait.

At the height of the confusion, one official lost his temper. Said one student, "He cleared his own trouble." Others backed up the administrator, attacking the students as high-schoolish and irresponsible.

Blame for the confusion in the hall was placed on "a small number of students," who "take advantage of this situation.

Another official stated, "Most students are patient and understanding. They understand pressure.

From the 569 persons registered last Tuesday there would be 569 different remarks concerning it. A total picture will most likely reveal two distinct sides on the matter: the student side and the administration side.

The total picture is important, but where is the element of personality and closeness supposedly characteristic of LC? It is among the faculty and students who looked quickly past a day of trouble gone by to the time when it could occur again, and offered suggestions for improvement rather than harping about the trouble and looking for someone to blame.

Some of the ideas offered were:

1. Register seniors on a separate day.

2. Have seniors come individually within a week's time to the registrar's office.

3. Give more people authority to handle the checking of student's records and class cards.

4. Have a class schedule posted on a board around the registration room with a "runner" (as an election night) to keep it up to the minute with information about class places.

5. Have the procedure upstairs in the gym to allow more space.

There are many other suggestions floating around the campus. Those responsible for the registration process would do well to study them all before another registration time comes along and catches them off guard.

People could any part of the blame for the trouble should realize their behavior and attitudes before they venture into another line of any sort. Objectivity in such examination is always difficult, but studying oneself sometimes helps in seeing the other side of the question.

"Hail to thee, our Alma Mater
High upon thy lofty hilltop
In thy mighty groves of learning
Wisdom's path we've sought;
With understanding. They understand pressure.

Guardian of our days;
We our pledge renew-
Ever loyal, true;
We will sing thy praise.

Hail to thee, LaGrange-
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Academic Dean C. Lee Harwell has released the schedule and announced times for final examinations. They are as follows:

1. Faculty members should hold to a minimum the number of examinations during the last week of the quarter, December 10-14, 1965. Final examinations must not be scheduled during this week.

2. Regular classes will end after the last class on Friday, December 10. Physical Education activity section exams will be given at 5:00 p.m. on December 10 in the gymnasium.

3. Physical Education activity section exams will be given at 5:00 p.m. on December 10 in the gymnasium.

4. There will be no final examination on Saturday, December 11. This is Reading Day and is reserved for the completion of course work and preparation for final examinations.

5. Lab finals which are to be given will be announced by instructors and will be given by Friday, December 10.

6. The maximum examination time for a 5-hour course is 5 hours. I a case of conflict or in case of extra examination, more than 12 hours of work in one day, see the Academic Dean immediately.

If final examinations are given, they must be given at the scheduled times listed below.

Final grades will not be given by individual instructors. All grades should be turned in to the Registrar's Office within 48 hours after final examinations.

If the incomplete grade may be turned in for a course except with an excuse acceptable to the instructor and the Academic Dean before the final exam is given for the course, the following conditions will apply:

1. The work that constitutes the course must be completed.
2. The exam is given for the course.
3. The work which constitutes the course must be completed.
4. The exam is given for the course.
5. The work which constitutes the course must be completed.
6. The exam is given for the course.

In Freiburg, students take the regular courses of the United University of Freiburg, a 400-year-old institution whose faculties have included such scholars as Erasmus and Martin Luther. Applicants must have junior standing, at least 3 averages, and two years of college German or equivalent ability. Students in the Madrid program select courses from curricula organized under the direction of the university's faculty of political and economic sciences. All instruction is in Spanish. Requirements in Madrid are sophomore or junior standing, a C plus average at least, and two years of Spanish.

In Paris, the Institute has released the schedule for the final examinations. The News needs a typist to attend the final examinations. The news is our favorite season, thanksgiving, for the many good things of life. To meet with family and friends to express our thankfulness for the many good things of life... these happy customs began with the first thanksgiving day. And may they long continue! At Hilltop, we express our gratitude for the many good things of life... these happy customs began with the first thanksgiving day.
Panthers Fly into Alabama

**Field Goal Gives Pi Delta Kappa 15-12 Win Over Gamma Goblins**

Bobby Rightower kicked a 34-yard field goal to give Pi Delta a 15-12 victory over Gamma Phi Alpha last Thursday.

The winning kick came on the last play of the game. Gamma Phi scored first on a 45-yard pass from James Browning to Dick Lacher. The try for the extra point failed and the Goblins lead at the half 6-0.

Early in the second half Rin Austin blocked a Jon Abercrombie punt and ran it 3 yards for the score. The PAT was not good.

The next TD by Pi Delta was a 6-yard run by Richard Menendez to Mike Timmons. The extra point was made by Chuck Stevens on a run.

The final once again was split the up-rights with his field goal. The PAT was good.

The victory gives the Delts a 3-3-1 overall record.

**Intramural Football Standings**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>TTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pi Delta Kappa</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Independents</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Gamma Phi Alpha</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Sigma Nu Pi</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Winning Kick**

The winning kick came on the last play of the game. Gamma Phi scored first on a 45-yard pass from James Browning to Dick Lacher. The try for the extra point failed and the Goblins lead at the half 6-0.
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